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The COVID-19 pandemic has revealed the difficulties in providing access to accurate molecular testing to the broad population due to 

supply chain issues and high level of false negative tests.

A surveillance testing system is required for governments to provide “return to work” guidance.  The Covaris Desiccated Stabilized Transport 

System (DSTS) enables establishing a surveillance testing system with a low cost, stabilized sample collection protocol for centralized 

analysis.

The Covaris Solution:

 • Ambient temperature shipping and storage (5 to 37° C) for up to 30 days

 • Active desiccated stabilization of swab samples containing specimens including buccal nasopharyngeal, saliva, sputum, plasma,

  whole blood 

 • Automation friendly, active rehydration and optional extraction and purification with AFA or other downstream extraction and   

  purification system

Maximize your Recovery from Dried Preserved Specimens 
with Covaris AFA® Technology
Dry specimens are notoriously difficult to extract because 

they form a difficult matrix to rehydrate.  Adaptive

Focused Acoustics® by Covaris is the only method proven 

to rehydrate and extract intact RNA and DNA from a dry 

matrix in a matter of minutes with five to ten times more 

sensitivity than liquid storage.

A Paradigm Shift: Desiccated Stabilized Transport System 
for Viral Specimen Collection

Wet Transport Desiccated Stabilized Transport System Desiccated Stabilized Transport System Benefits

Process

Chemical stabilization Active Dehydration No chemical contamination

Sample dilution Extract higher concentration of desired biomolecule  Higher assay sensitivity

Various chemical formulations Active desiccation with no additives Standardized process and no added inhibitors

Cold Chain logistics Room temperature storage and shipping Lower cost shipping and storage

Logistics

Limited availability Amenable to stockpiling for early large scale response Ideal for epidemic testing and surveillance 

Short term storage Up to 7 days ambient temperature storage Simplified sample management

Requires expertise at collection site Simplified collection for remote sites Enable home self-collection

Improved Sensitivity to Reduce False Negative
Interval Plot of Cq - 95% Cl for the Mean
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Extraction and Purification of Viral RNA from Desiccated Stabilized Whole Blood and Blood Plasma 

Sample dehydration is a common strategy used to preserve specimen that could be applied
to a wide variety of sample types such as FFPE, whole blood or plasma

Recovered MS2 RNA (RT-PCR)

Simplified Transport and Long-term Storage
Without Compromise

Information subject to change without notice.  For research only.  Not for use in diagnostic procedures.
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Stay Connected!

For more information, contact Covaris today!
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Cq values obtained after RT-PCR of MS2 Phage dilutions (Control) vs. RNA extracted and purified from MS2 phage-spiked desiccated 
stabilized whole blood & plasma and fresh whole blood & plasma.

Extraction of Viral RNA from
Desiccated Stabilized Specimens

Cq values obtained after RT-PCR of RNA extracted from desiccated stabilized 
MS2 phage spiked human cells as compared to a direct RT-PCR control.
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